ShipExec® technology provides a foundation for connectivity between your systems and carrier-specific functionality. The result is a tailored and integrated shipping solution. Every business differs, so when it comes to configuration, our professionals can match your business rules, the carriers you use, and service delivery commitments with one global solution.

Access your data via a browser from most locations, worldwide, with UPS ShipExec® Cloud. The same trusted reliability and processing power you have come to expect from a locally installed ShipExec solution, is now available with the freedom of the cloud.

Extend shipping to your business systems

with ShipExec® Cloud

Fulfillment spikes can be a challenge or an opportunity. Don’t fall behind your competition during the most important time of year for your business. UPS has a portfolio of solutions built on decades of experience helping customers make the most of their peak seasons. How will you leverage the UPS advantage?
Superior functionality

ShipExec® Cloud integrates shipping into your critical systems, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), warehouse management, order entry, and customer service systems. Implement shipping functionality at any point in the order pipeline, allowing you to manage carrier-compliant labels and shipment documentation requirements for multiple carriers. This multi-tenant application also allows for online shopping cart functionality to be integrated into your web applications for a complete customer experience.

Why move to the cloud?

Risk Mitigation - Rely on the cloud’s redundancy and resiliency

Security - Working from the cloud is often more secure than a premise-based solution. This version of ShipExec also provides authentication and authorization web service support.

Elasticity - The cloud can expand and contract as your business changes

Agility - Direct access to server is no longer required for administration

Cost - No additional licensing or a server purchase necessary. No need to worry about managing information technology infrastructure

A single shipping platform for your entire organization

Using ShipExec, support more than 150 different carriers and originate your shipments from over 100 countries worldwide. Create and manage shipments, including small parcel, ground, and freight; and have options in box sizes and services.

Tailor the shipping process to how your business works, from mailroom to distribution center shipping. With expanded administrative hierarchy and profile enhancements, set permissions at the company, site, or user level for improved data security.

Get started using ShipExec® Cloud

Contact your UPS account manager to discuss how your business can benefit from ShipExec.

For more information on how UPS can help your business visit: ups.com/customersolutions